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The presidential election is a few days
that he could do,” said Cohen. “I’m
away, and the left-wing media are doing
not the only one that’s suffering from
everything they can to destroy President
what I really call Trump Derangement
Trump’s chance at reelection. They want
Syndrome, and 30% of this country is
their candidate, Joe Biden, in the Oval
suffering from it.”
Office.
The liberal hosts let
The press was
Cohen get away with
humiliated in 2016
his absurd remarks.
when Trump won
On MSNBC’s AM Joy,
and they have tried
Sept. 13, disgraced exdesperately to remove
CBS anchor Dan Rather
him from office these
framed the upcoming
last four years. Now
election as a choice
is their most viable
between racism and
opportunity. They will
freedom. “What this
say or report anything
presidential election
Not the only media person pushing
to take him out.
is about is whether
this ludicrous narrative, ABC’s Sunny
This media bias, an
the country’s going
Hostin spouts, “We know that Trump is
anti-Trump journalistic
to move more in the
encouraging violence in America to just
blitzkrieg, has been
direction of white
distract from his failures, right?”
meticulously documentsupremacy, or whether
ed and exposed by the Media Research
it’s going to move more in the direction
Center’s divisions. These include Newsof a multiracial, constitutional republic
Busters, MRC Business, MRC Culture, Techbased on the principles of freedom and
Watch, MRCTV, and CNS News, as well as
democracy,” asserted Rather.
the social media pages of those divisions.
At The Washington Post, guest
In addition, MRC experts are
contributor Elizabeth Varon, a historian,
interviewed almost every day on radio, TV,
compared Trump’s labeling of protesters
or social media, such as Facebook Live.
as “radical” with Southern racists
The media attacks on Trump are
smearing abolitionists. “Trump is echoing
relentless and revolting. Let’s look at
the attacks leveled by Southern enslavers
some examples.
against abolitionists,” claimed Varon.
When disbarred lawyer Michael
“Abolitionists were physically harassed,
Cohen, a convicted perjurer, released
threatened, mobbed, and in some
his anti-Trump book Disloyal, the leftist
instances murdered in waves of vigilante
press feted him. On ABC’s The View,
violence.”
for instance, when asked why he had
So, Antifa thugs are like the
worked for Trump for many years, Cohen
abolitionists and if you object to their
incredulously claimed he had been
violence, you are a racist. Got it?
“suffering” from “Stockholm Syndrome.”
On CNN’s Newsroom, Sept. 12, former
“I was a part of the cult, a big part of
GOP strategist Rick Wilson railed that
the cult, and there was really no wrong
Continued on page 2

Trump is also to blame for the
COVID-19 deaths, according to
Trump is a “personality cult
the left-wing media. On CNN’s
now” and if Trump said “the
New Day, host Alisyn Camerota
black plague is awesome,” his
brought on medical analyst
supporters would “nod up and
Jonathan Reiner to explain why
down.”
Trump is guilty of “negligent
When Trump posted on social
homicide” in the coronavirus
media that North Carolina voters
deaths.
should make sure their mailed-in
For its 9/11 anniversary issue,
MSNBC’s Joe Scarborough grotesquely asserts that
ballot is counted, Twitter slapped
when it came to COVID-19, President Trump “just
Time ran a cover nearly identical
a warning label on the post,
wanted to sit by and watch [people] die.”
to its September 11, 2001 cover.
claiming it violated “the Twitter
It listed the names of COVID-19
rules about civic and election
victims with a large “200,000”
integrity.” Facebook also labeled
on the cover. “How many more
the post, charging that “voting
lives will be lost before the U.S.
by mail has a long history of
gets it right?”, asked Time.
trustworthiness.”
CNN’s John Harwood played
In other words, left-wing
along, telling viewers on Sept.
Twitter and Facebook — elected
11, “One thing to point out
by no one — know better than the
on the 19th anniversary of
president and will edit his tweets
9/11, we are right now in this
with commentary when they
pandemic, losing twice as many
CNN’s Dana Bash agrees with Democrat Rep.
deem it necessary.
Adam Schiff that the Russians are echoing Trump’s
people every week as were lost
CNN’s Newsroom also
campaign themes to subvert U.S. democracy
on 9/11. We can’t forget that
resurrected the false “Russia
in the 2020 presidential race.
toll.”
collusion” narrative. On Sept.
MSNBC’s Joe Scarborough
6, host Dana Bash set up Rep.
grotesquely asserted that
Adam Schiff (D-Calif.) to assert
Trump did not want to maintain
that Trump’s criticism of mail-in
calm and keep Americans from
voting was designed to send a
panicking over the virus, “no, he
signal to Russia.
just wanted to sit by and watch
“I was asking intelligence
them die.”
agencies to look out for exactly
Trump is far more sinister,
this, the Russians amplifying the
more evil than the 9/11
president’s false claims about
terrorists, according to the
vote by mail,” said Schiff. [The
On ABC’s The View, convicted perjurer Michael
leftist press. Trump allowed
Russians] could cause Americans
Cohen rants that support for Trump is a “cult,”
a pandemic to snake through
to distrust their own democracy,
a syndrome, and “30% of this country is
the nation and kill 200,000
but they could also help Donald
suffering from it.”
Americans. He wanted it.
Trump and the Trump campaign.”
Therefore, don’t vote for him;
Trump “wants the Russian help,”
he must be stopped.
he added. (How long can you
The liberal media are that
beat a dead horse?)
hysterical, that maniacal. It’s
As for the violent protests and
unreal.
riots, instigated by Black Lives
No matter what happens on
Matter and Antifa thugs, the
Nov. 3, the MRC is documenting,
leftist press is blaming … Trump!
exposing, and neutralizing left“We know that Trump
wing media bias 24/7. You can
is encouraging violence in
help us in this battle by making
America to just distract from
Disgraced ex-CBS anchor Dan Rather lectures on
a donation to our non-profit
MSNBC that the 2020 presidential race is a choice
his failures, right?”, railed
between racism (Trump) and freedom (Biden).
organization. Use the reply
Sunny Hostin on ABC’s The View.
card and postage-paid envelope
“Namely his failure in managing
enclosed with this newsletter to send your most
this horrible global pandemic that caused the death of
generous gift today. Thank you.
200,000 Americans on his watch.”
		 Sincerely,
The Washington Post’s Philip Rucker lectured on
MSNBC that Trump is “trying to scare women voters,
white women voters in the suburbs … to bring them back
into the fold and make them fearful of what this [civil]
		
L. Brent Bozell III				
unrest would mean going forward.”
		
Founder and President
Continued from page 1
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BITS & PIECES
Twitter Bias

On the day President Trump was nominated for the Nobel Peace
Prize, Sept. 9, the network news shows did not report it.

Nobel Nomination?
President Donald Trump was nominated for the Nobel Peace
Prize on Sept. 9 for his work in helping Israel and the United
Arab Emirates agree to full, mutual diplomatic recognition.
However, neither NBC, CBS, nor ABC said a word about the
nomination that day because they were too busy touting
Bob Woodward’s anti-Trump book, Rage. The network news
shows devoted more than 16 minutes combined to Rage.
The CBS Evening News ran three segments over seven
minutes on the book; ABC World News Tonight, over five
minutes; and NBC Nightly News, more than four minutes.
The nets boasted how the Woodward “revelations” were
“threatening to upend his [Trump’s] reelection campaign.”
Fox News did report on the Nobel nomination, noting that
it stemmed from the Trump-brokered “historic peace deal
between Israel and the United Arab Emirates.”
The leftist press will not report positive news about the
president precisely because they despise him and the
election is near.

It’s not surprising that left-wing Twitter used
its “Twitter Moments” feature to promote the
Democratic National Convention far more than the
GOP convention. Twitter Moments is supposed to
provide “the best of what’s happening on Twitter
in an instant,” and it can drive news trends and
influence many people. An MRC analysis showed
that on Twitter Moments, 42.8% of the tweets
were negative against the GOP while only 4.6%
were negative against the Democrats during their
respective conventions.
In addition, only 12% of the tweets promoted
the RNC while 59% of the tweets promoted the
DNC. Twitter essentially was at war with the
Republicans. There were no Trump supporters
whose tweets were
featured. Also, 10 tweets
from Democrat Joe Biden
were featured in the
Twitter Moments, but only
two tweets from Trump
were highlighted.

FREE

Twitter, like the leftist
news networks, is
doing what it can
to promote
Biden and trash
President
Trump as the
election
nears.

A D V E R T IS IN

2020
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Hostin’s Hypocrisy
Although ABC The View’s Sunny Hostin was quick to label President
Trump mentally unfit to hold office a few months back, she now says
no one is qualified to question Joe Biden’s cognitive health unless
they are a physician. On Sept. 11, co-host Ana Navarro said, “Joe
Biden’s mental fitness — the man is coherent. He’s not sending us out
to inject bleach into ourselves.” Hostin then said of Biden, “Well,
you know, I’m not a physician, and so I think it’s inappropriate to
opine about mental fitness. It almost feels crass to me.”
Sunny vs. Sunny — Suddenly, ABC’s Sunny Hostin,
who felt compelled to tell her national audience that
President Trump is mentally unstable now feels it is
“inappropriate to opine” about Joe Biden’s mental
fitness.
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Yet on Dec. 18, 2019, Hostin claimed she was afraid because Trump’s
policies reflected an “unstable” mind. “I started thinking about the
25th amendment if I’m honest,” Hostin said on The View. “I started
thinking about his fitness to lead the country because it sounded —
it sounded like the rantings of someone that was unstable.”

With a contested General Election almost a certainty, your help
to hold the media accountable is an absolute necessity.
The stakes are high. The Left and their overseers in the media are
on a war footing, and they will stop at nothing to regain the White
House. Expect the deceit, distortions, spin, censorship — and likely
incitement of violence — to build to a crescendo on November 3.
But count on the MRC to hold the media and the Left
accountable for their actions. The MRC will use all of our
platforms, all of our resources, to analyze and cover every aspect
of the Election 24/7, including disseminating truth from lies.
But we cannot do it without you. Our democracy hangs in
the balance. The chaos, the intimidation, the assault on our nation’s
history and founding, all part of a far-left plan to “fundamentally
change” America into a Socialist “utopia.” The truth must prevail.
The MRC is 100 percent privately funded by patriots like you. Please consider a donation, and right now, as part of our
$450K Matching Grant Challenge, a generous donor will match your gift — doubling your donation, doubling your
impact. For example: Give $100 (+ donor match) = $200, and so forth — up to $450k. Go to MRC.org/donate.
Your patriotic spirit drives us through the sharing of our content, by becoming an ambassador for free speech and
fair media, or simply through a gift. Thank you. Go to MRC.org/donate.

NOW IS THE TIME

$450,000

MATCHING

GRANT

ABC Censors
The morning after two Los Angeles
police deputies were ambushed and
shot in the head on Sept. 12, ABC’s
Good Morning America reported on
the story but did not mention that
Black Lives Matter protesters were
trying to block the Emergency Room
entrance at the hospital where
the officers were being treated.
The radical activists even chanted
“death to police” and “we hope they
die.” Yet, somehow, ABC forgot to
mention this.
ABC’s Zohreen Shah reported that
the two deputies, a 31-year-old
mother and a 24-year-old single
man, were “still fighting for their
lives” and “are in critical condition.”
Neither Shah nor co-anchors Eva
Pilgrim and Whit Johnson mentioned
the activists even though the L.A
County Sheriff’s office had tweeted
about the protest problem and urged
people to stop blocking the hospital.
BLM radicals chanting “death to
police” does not fit ABC’s liberal,
compassionate narrative about
police reform, so they censored it —
bias by omission.

MINIBITS

n MSNBC’s Tiffany Cross reveals
her bias, “I watched the Republican
convention, and seeing the slew
of black speakers that they had, it really did look like a modern-day
minstrel show to me.” n CBS’ Stephen Colbert crows about not
watching the GOP convention, “Why should we watch their reality
show if it doesn’t reflect our reality? Why subject ourselves to their lies
that stick to your soul like hot tar?” n Singer Barbra Streisand lets
what’s left of her hair down, “Trump is dangerous to our health, and
we cannot afford four more years of malice,
division and lies and neither can our planet.” n
MSNBC’s Donny Deutsch theorizes, “How do
one in three Americans still believe this man
[Donald Trump] about corona or anything,
and the answer is only one thing: One in three
Americans are racists.” n NBC’s Seth Meyers
whines, “The modern conservative movement
is a paranoid movement obsessed with
conspiracy theories.” n Alleged comedian
MSNBC’s Donny Deutsch
says “One in three
Sarah Silverman declares, “I have to admit
Americans are racists.”
Melania [Trump] is a pretty sexy lying a**hole
complicit pig.” n MSNBC’s Eddie Glaude lectures, “Donald Trump
has revealed the ugly underbelly of American politics...There’s general
consensus among at least the Democratic constituency that Donald
Trump and his Republican enablers constitute an existential threat to
the country.” n Hollywood Director Rob Reiner has a message for
America, “Donald Trump is actively trying to kill our children.”
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MRC President Brent Bozell Slams Censoring of President
Trump on Twitter, ‘Orwell Would Be Proud’
Both Facebook and Twitter censored a video clip of
President Donald Trump speaking with Fox & Friends
about the coronavirus and its effect on children, a
Stalinist-like action that MRC President Brent Bozell
criticized as “election manipulation,” and added,
“Orwell would be proud.”
On Aug. 5, President Trump called into Fox &
Friends and said “schools should open” because
children are “almost” or “virtually” immune to the
coronavirus. A clip of the segment was later posted to
Trump’s personal Facebook page and to @TeamTrump,
the official Twitter account for the Trump campaign,
which the president retweeted from his personal
account @realDonaldTrump.
Twitter and Facebook swiftly removed the clip that
day, claiming that the content violated their policies
on COVID-19 misinformation. “This video includes
false claims that a group of people is immune” from
coronavirus, the social media giants falsely asserted.
Trump actually had said, “My view is the schools
should open. … If you look at children, children are
almost — and I would almost say, definitely — but

almost immune from this disease. … They are virtually
immune from this problem.”
According to the CDC, children under the
age of 18 account for 1% of coronavirus-related
hospitalizations and less than 1% of coronavirusrelated deaths. Also, more than 90% of children will
exhibit no, or minor, symptoms.
In response to the censorship, Brent Bozell
tweeted, “Facebook and Twitter need to stop this
crap! They should both be investigated for election
interference. To censor the president during an
election year, no matter what he says, is leftist
election manipulation. Orwell would be proud.”
Several weeks prior to censoring the coronavirus
clip, Facebook had removed another video of Trump
criticizing mail-in voting. The leftist social media
and the Democrats support massive mail-in voting
nationwide, which the president and Attorney General
William P. Barr warn is subject to widespread fraud.
Clearly, Facebook and Twitter support the First
Amendment only when it serves their and the
Democrats’ interest.

Last month, the MRC Grassroots Army battled on two fronts:
Big Tech and Little Twerkers
You called, you commented — you made
a difference. In September, we asked our
Grassroots Army, MRC’s “boots on the
ground,” for help in the battle against online
censorship and the exploitation of children.
Big Tech/Big Brother: Facebook, Twitter, Google, YouTube and other social media companies
censor conservative views with impunity, and they get away with it by hiding behind Section 230
of the Communications Decency Act, an archaic provision from the 1990s that gives the Silicon
Valley lefties legal protections for their content.
ACTION: The MRC created a campaign to gather comments for posting to The Federal
Communications Commission (FCC) public comment docket about Section 230. The MRC
Grassroots Army posted more than 3,600 comments supporting the review of Section 230 —
whereby more than half of the FCC’s comments were from MRC supporters within the first
day of the campaign. With comment numbers and substance being taken into consideration
at the FCC as part of their process, we’ll keep you posted on what comes of this issue.
Twerking Cuties: Netflix began streaming the French film Cuties, a provocative coming-of-age
film about a dance crew of hypersexualized, twerking 11-year-olds.
ACTION: The MRC posted Netflix’s customer service line and THOUSANDS of the MRC’s
Grassroots Army called to say “Cancel Cuties or I’ll cancel my subscription — Stop the
enabling of pedophilia and exploitation of children.” As of this writing, research shows
that Netflix is losing subscribers, its stock is slipping, and several members of Congress
have called for an investigation of the streaming giant for “child pornography.”

Thank you for your support!
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GOT TIPS?
The MRC has added
more ammunition
to our arsenal:
CensorTrack
(censortrack.org),
a new program to
archive, track and fight
Big Tech censorship
of conservative views
online. Have you been
personally affected by
online censorship? Help
support this project and
drop us story tips by
visiting censortrack.org
and submitting a
comment through the
comments form.

MRC IN THE NEWS

MRC.ORG • CNSNEWS.COM • NEWSBUSTERS.ORG • MRC CULTURE • MRC BUSINESS • MRCTV.ORG

Media Research Center experts are frequently interviewed on stories of
national importance, reaching millions of Americans daily. They provide
analysis and commentary on radio, TV, the Internet, social media, and in
print. Some of the MRC’s latest media appearances include the following:

Television
FBN
Evening Edit, Aug. 8
Lou Dobbs Tonight, Aug. 7
FNC
Fox and Friends First, Jun. 24, 25
Outnumbered, Sep 8
OANN
Daily Ledger, Aug. 3, 6, 10, 17, 20
NEWSMAX TV
NewsMax, Aug. 3, 15, 17, 22, Sep. 3
~ PARTIAL LISTING

Radio

Print

National Review, Aug. 12, 20
New York Times, Aug. 9, 31
The Hill, Aug. 31
Vanity Fair, Sep. 11
Wall Street Journal, Aug. 10
Washington Examiner, Aug. 3, 10, 17
Washington Times, Aug. 7, 11, 17, 18,
19, 24, 26, Sep. 2, 3
~ PARTIAL LISTING

White House Press Secretary Kayleigh
McEnany names NewsBusters, the MRC, and
NB Editor Curtis Houck as her top three
“great WARRIORS” of conservatism.

Internet

Associated Press, Aug. 23
BizPac Review, Aug. 5, 11, 13, 29, Sep. 4
Breitbart News, Aug. 3, 12, 23, 31
Campus Reform, Sep. 18
Catholic Connection, Aug. 18
CBN News, Sep. 17
Daily Signal, Aug. 10, 17
Daily Wire, Aug. 12, 16, 26, 29, Sep. 2
Epoch Times, Aug. 13
Foundation for Econ. Education, Sep. 1
Fox News, Aug. 6, 8, 11, 12, 13, 18, 20,
25, 27, 28, 29, Sep. 1, 2, 3, 4
Larry Kudlow, Aug. 22
LifeSite News, Aug. 3, 6, 13, 27, Sep. 4
National Catholic Register, Aug. 19
Newsmax, Aug. 3, 10, 15, 17, 22
One America News Network, Aug. 13,
20, Sep. 3
Patriot Post, Aug. 18, Sep. 4, 17
Real Clear Politics, Aug. 10
The Blaze, Aug. 1, Sep. 3
Townhall, Aug. 7, Sep. 1, 2
~ PARTIAL LISTING

Alan Nathan Show, Aug. 12, 18, 20, 27, Sep. 3
American Family Radio, Aug. 11, 14, 25, Sep. 1
On Fox’s Outnumbered, Harris Faulkner
Bill Martinez Live, Aug. 12
showcased a NewsBusters’ post “Total Joke:
Blaze Radio Network, Aug. 25
CNN’s Biden Town Hall Filled with Softballs
Breitbart News Daily, SiriusXM, Aug. 10, 17, 24
Versus ABC’s Ambush of Trump” on Sep. 18.
Brian Kilmeade Show, Aug. 10
Brian Mudd Show, Aug. 14
Charlie Sykes Show, Aug. 22
Chosen Generation, Aug. 5, 12, 19, 24, Sep. 2
Chris Plante Show, Aug. 13
Dan Bongino, Aug. 11
Drew Mariani Show, Aug. 24
Faune Riggin Show, Aug. 17
On Aug. 18, FoxNews.com featured an MRC
Glenn Beck, Aug. 28
TechWatch report detailing how Joe Biden
Jeff Stein Show, Aug. 11
received preferential treatment from tech
John Fredericks Show, Aug. 26
giants. More than 260 conservatives had
John Whitmer Show, Aug. 12
posts about Biden removed from social
Marc Cox Show, Aug. 19
media platforms months prior to the DNC.
Mark Levin Show, Aug. 13, 20, 24
Newstalk KIT, Aug. 19
Red Eye Radio, Aug. 7, 21, 22
Rush Limbaugh Show, Aug. 13, 17, 19, 20, 31,
Sep. 17, 16, 21
Sean Hannity, Aug. 3, 13, 17
Steve Gruber Show, Aug. 5
Vicki McKenna Show, Aug. 19
KFMB, San Diego, CA, Aug. 12, 19, 26, Sep. 2
KNSS Radio, Aug. 21, 31
KNTH, Houston, TX, Aug. 3, 5, 10, 12, 17, 19,
24, 26, 31, Sep. 2
KUIK, Hillsboro, OR, Aug. 20
KVOR, Colorado Springs, CO, Aug. 4, 6, 11,
12, 18, 20, 27, 29, Sep. 1, 3
KWEL, Midland, TX, Aug. 3, 10, 17, 24, 31
KZIM, Cape Girardeau, MO, Aug. 24
WCBM AM, Aug. 18, 19, Sep. 2
WGMD, Lewes, DE, Aug. 3, 10, 17, 24, 31
WHBU, Anderson, IL, Aug. 21, 28
WIBC, Indianapolis, IN, Aug. 31
WLS AM, Chicago, IL, Aug. 28
WTIC, Hartford, CT, Aug. 20
WTKF, Morehead City, NC, Aug. 27, Sep. 3
The video leading into Ivanka Trump’s speech at the 2020 Republican National Convention
1140 AM Orlando, FL, Aug.12, 19, 26, Sep. 2
highlighted a series of studies from NewsBusters.
~ PARTIAL LISTING
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NewsBusters Celebrates 15 Years of Exposing
and Correcting Liberal Media Bias!
This year, on Aug. 9 to be precise,
MRC’s NewsBusters celebrated its
15th anniversary. Over the years,
NewsBusters’ unique and exemplary
work of exposing and correcting
liberal media bias has been
praised by conservative leaders,
such as Rush Limbaugh, who says
“NewsBusters rocks!” and Sen. Ted
Cruz (R-Texas), who says, “Thanks
to the truth-tellers at NewsBusters,
liberal journalists no longer have a
stranglehold on information.”
Within a month of its launching,
NewsBusters was reporting on
Kanye West blurting out “George
Bush doesn’t care about black
people” during an NBC telethon for
Hurricane Katrina relief. As time
went on, NewsBusters (NB) scored
some tremendous victories exposing
the Left and their media allies.  It
was NewsBusters, for example,
that debunked Hillary Clinton’s
2008 claim to have arrived in Bosnia
“under sniper fire” in 1996. Using
a 12-year video clip pulled from

the MRC archives, NB showed how
Clinton’s arrival was peaceful, as she
and daughter Chelsea calmly greeted
children. That blog was widely
reported and seriously damaged
Clinton’s reputation in the midst of
the 2008 presidential primaries.

In 2012, NewsBusters caught one
of the most esteemed liberal foreign
affairs pundits, CNN host Fareed
Zakaria, in a plagiarism scandal, for
which he was subsequently suspended from CNN and Time magazine.
There are many, many more success
stories at NewsBusters.
A few weeks later, during the
2012 Republican convention,
NewsBusters exposed Yahoo! News’
Washington Bureau Chief David
Chalian, caught on an open mic
declaring that Mitt Romney and the

GOP were “happy to have a party
with black people drowning.” After
NewsBusters exposed Chalian,
Yahoo! News promptly fired him.
Naturally, he found a home on CNN.
In 2015, NewsBusters pushed
hard on the outrage that then-NBC

evening anchor Brian Williams was
caught repeatedly fabricating stories
to make his reporting life sound
more exciting, and NBC suspended
him without pay for six months, and
replaced him with Lester Holt.

In 2018, NewsBusters drew
attention to The View co-host Joy
Behar attacking Vice President
Mike Pence as “mentally ill” if he
thinks he hears God in prayer. After
a nationwide MRC Action campaign
contacting ABC sponsors about these
offensive remarks, Behar publicly
apologized on the show.
NB is very pleased in the
past few months that President
Trump has held up its study on
“Twitter Moments” and the Mueller
investigation, and that White House
press secretary Kayleigh McEnany
has cited NewsBusters research to
rebut scandal-pushing reporters.
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